Investigating the effect of eye cosmetics on the tear film: current insights
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Abstract: Eye cosmetics are frequently applied among female populations of all age groups around the world. However, the migration of cosmetic products across the eyelid margin has been reported, and this is thought to exacerbate tear film instability and symptoms of dry eye. Furthermore, numerous adverse effects and complications have also been reported with eye cosmetic wear, and the associated inflammatory responses may potentially increase the propensity toward ocular surface disease development. Prospective studies have demonstrated that eyeliner application at the inner eyelash line is associated with higher levels of tear film contamination and ocular discomfort than application at the outer periocular skin. A recent randomized trial also highlighted the potential for eye cosmetic wear to compromise the efficacy of lipid-based dry eye supplements. This review outlines the current evidence base and understanding regarding the periocular migration of eye cosmetic products, the effects of cosmetic product contamination on tear film function, and the use of dry eye treatments in eye cosmetic wearers.
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Introduction
Eye cosmetics have been used since prehistoric times to emphasize and highlight the eyes (Figure 1).1,2 To this day, they remain widely used worldwide among female populations of all age groups.3,4 In addition to religious, cultural, and medicinal purposes,1,2 eye cosmetics are also commonly used to enhance perceived attractiveness and beauty.3-5 This is associated with profound psychosocial impacts, and many women report using cosmetic products to improve self-confidence.4,6 Market research from the United States and United Kingdom suggests that a large proportion of women use facial and eye cosmetics,4,6 with mascara, eyeliner, and eye shadow being among the most commonly applied products.4,6,7

Complications arising from the use of Kohl, a common eye cosmetic product in Indian and Arabic cultures, are well established, and include lead toxicity, conjunctival and periocular pigmentation.8-10 In contrast, there has been little published literature on the long-term ocular effects of Western eye cosmetic formulations until recent decades,4 although the cosmetic industry is subjected to stringent regulation and rigorous safety assessments.4,6,7 Nevertheless, recent clinical evidence has demonstrated the migration of externally applied cosmetic material across the eyelid margin,11,12 and this is thought to predispose eye cosmetic wearers toward tear film instability and dry eye development.6,7,13-15

An understanding of the ocular effects of eye cosmetic wear and the efficacy of potential treatments is required to inform clinical advice and management.
of this review was therefore to examine the current evidence base surrounding the ocular migration of eye cosmetic products, the effects of cosmetic product contamination on tear film function, and the use of dry eye treatments in eye cosmetic wearers.

Ocular migration of eye cosmetic products

The migration of externally applied eye cosmetics onto the ocular surface has been consistently reported.6,7,11,12 There have been numerous anecdotal accounts of tear film contamination with eye cosmetic products during routine slit lamp examination.6,12 Prospective studies have confirmed that tear film contamination can result from passive and inadvertent migration of periocular cosmetic products across the eyelid margin, in addition to poor application techniques, direct accidental ocular instillation, and eye rubbing.6,11 Furthermore, this phenomenon is also thought to contribute toward some of the reported adverse effects associated with eye cosmetic wear, including posterior blepharitis, ocular surface irritation, tear film instability, conjunctival pigmentation, corneal epithelium inflammation, and keratitis.2,7,16–19

Eyeliner products are commonly applied to the periocular skin, immediately adjacent to, but external to the lash line (Figure 1A) or directly onto the lid margin at the mucocutaneous junction, also known as “tightlining” (Figure 1B). Clinical examples of periocular and inner lash line eyeliner application, highlighting the migration of cosmetic product onto the lid margin and onto the interpalpebral ocular surface are shown in Figure 2.

Two prospective studies have investigated the influence of the periocular location of cosmetic application on tear film contamination levels.11,12 A randomized parallel group study of 75 participants compared tear film contamination levels following application of a cosmetic product mixture of hydroxycellulose gel and fluorescein at the outer, mid, and inner eyelash lines.11 Ocular surface migration of the mixture was confirmed using the detection of fluorescence under a slit lamp blue light filter. A Schirmer test paper strip was used for tear collection, and its color was used to semi-quantitatively determine the level of tear film contamination. The results showed that ocular surface migration and tear film contamination levels were significantly greater and more rapid with product application at the inner eyelash line. In order to avoid brand bias and ocular irritation, the study investigators formulated their own cosmetic product mixture. However, the mixture was relatively more hydrophilic than some of the commercially available formulations, which potentially limits the applicability of the study findings to other cosmetic products.

Another pilot randomized crossover study investigated the migration of glitter particles into the tear film of three participants, following periocular skin and inner eyelash line application of a commercially available pencil eyeliner, consisting of a more hydrophobic mixture of waxes, oils, and pigments.12 High resolution slit lamp video recordings were performed to quantify the number of glitter particles suspended within the tear film. An example of pearlescent debris from cosmetics is shown in Figure 3. The study findings demonstrated that eyeliner application at the periocular skin was associated with slower and reduced levels of tear film contamination. Interestingly, tear film contamination levels generally peaked within 10 minutes of product application, and were negligible following 2 hours in both groups.

The exact mechanisms which facilitate the migration of externally applied cosmetic products across the eyelid margin are not fully understood.7,11,12,14 Nevertheless, a number of explanations for product migration have been proposed, with one such hypothesis suggesting that the eyelid movements during blinking may create mechanical forces which enhance
the movement of periocular particles toward the tear film, although the manner by which such mechanical forces are generated remains contentious. The recent identification of the “overblink” phenomenon would suggest that the direct apposition of the eyelid margins may not necessarily be implicated, while the role of mechanical rubbing remains unclear. In addition, forced blinking is thought to amplify the mechanisms that facilitate the transport of periocular particles, and may arise reflexively from ocular stimulation and irritation during cosmetic application or following initial product migration.

Another hypothesis suggests that the action of the muscles of Riolan may also be involved in encouraging the migration of particles across the lid margin. The muscles of Riolan consist of a group of vertically aligned fibers which lie immediately subjacent to the periocular palpebral skin. Although the function of the muscles of Riolan is not fully understood, they are thought to be involved in promoting the expression of meibomian gland secretions, preserving the close approximation of the eyelid margin to the globe, and retaining the orientation of the eyelashes. In addition, they may also potentially effect minute vertical movements of the eyelid skin, which may further enhance the transfer of periocular particles toward the ocular surface. The relatively warmer temperature of the periocular eyelid skin relative to the external environment may reduce the viscosity of the eye cosmetic products applied, and further enhance motility. The suction forces that result from the surface tension of the tear meniscus may also promote the movement of cosmetic products that are in close proximity to the lid margin, toward the ocular surface.

The movement of cosmetic material particles within the tear film itself is thought to be driven by a number of processes including diffusion, drift, and mass flow. The distribution of electrically neutral constituents may be dictated primarily by diffusional movement down the concentration gradient. Charged constituents can drift through the tear film according to the distribution of electrolytes and negatively charged glycoprotein molecules beneath the aqueous-mucin phase. The mass flow of the tear volume is driven by the lacrimal pump and blinking mechanism, facilitating the clearance of particulate matter within the tear film through the lacrimal drainage system.

**Effects on lipid layer quality**

The most superficial layer of the tear film is composed of a complex mixture of lipids secreted by the meibomian glands, and a continuous surface lipid layer is required to inhibit tear evaporation. It has been suggested that the migration of cosmetic products across the eyelid margin may potentially contribute toward an increase in debris within the surface tear film lipid layer, in meibomian gland blockage, and in meibum contamination. The resulting destabilization of the lipid layer can lead to increased tear evaporation and reduced tear film stability.

An observational study of 180 participants reported a significant correlation between eye cosmetic wear and reduced tear film lipid layer thickness. The secondary analysis of another observational study of 281 participants found that female eye cosmetic wearers were less likely to exhibit foaming at the inner palpebral canthus than female participants who were not wearers of eye cosmetics. The eyelid margin foam was thought to be composed of sebum and meibum, and a reduction in foaming was found to be correlated with symptoms of dry eye. The study authors suggested that constituents of eye cosmetic product formulations may potentially bind with the amphipathic phospholipids, compromising the stability and preventing the formation of foam globules, which, in turn, could be related to general instability of the pre-ocular tear film. Interestingly, this interpretation differs significantly from the current understanding of eyelid margin foaming, which is thought to be associated with meibomian gland dysfunction and represent saponification of the lipid secretions induced by bacterial lipases. Furthermore, it is not known whether the confounding effects of regular eyelid hygiene regimens associated with eye cosmetic wear may have contributed toward the trends reported in the study.

A pilot infrared spectroscopy study was conducted to examine the effects of mixing liquid and pencil eyeliners on the molecular structure and lipid phase transition of human meibum. The study findings demonstrated that the
cosmetic products tested exhibited considerably higher lipid phase transition temperatures than meibum. The lipid phase transition temperature of human meibum was also found to increase by 4.2°C when mixed with the pencil eyeliner product, and the minimum frequency, enthalpy and entropy of phase transition decreased significantly. Overall, the changes in lipid order observed following the application of pencil eyeliner to human meibum represented an increase in viscosity, which was thought to have the potential of exerting adverse effects on tear film stability.

A randomized crossover study of 24 participants compared the effects of 7-day pencil eyeliner application at the periocular skin and mucocutaneous junction. Interestingly, the study found that mucocutaneous junction application was associated with improved lipid layer thickness, decreased ocular comfort, and no changes in tear film stability. Furthermore, the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) scores were significantly poorer following eyeliner application at the mucocutaneous junction than the periocular skin. The study investigators concluded that the migration of lipophilic eyeliner constituents was likely to explain the increased lipid content observed within the tear film. However, the adverse impacts on symptomology suggested that ocular surface homeostasis had been disrupted by the migration of cosmetic products.

The potential role of preservatives used within eye cosmetic formulations has also been raised. A review suggested that benzylalkonium chloride (BAK), a quaternary ammonium preservative, may contribute toward lipid layer destabilization through its detergent-like tensioactive effects. Nevertheless, the review also proposed a model by which lipophilic constituents of cosmetic formulations may disrupt the integrity of the tear film lipid layer. However, it is noted that BAK is no longer widely used in eye cosmetic products, partly due to its reduced preservative efficacy within formulations containing solid particulate matter or ionic emulsifications. Nevertheless, the review also raised the risk of preservative efficacy with the age of the product, and shared contamination of the products, which may arise from multiple sources, such as during the manufacturing process, reduced preserved efficacy with the age of the product, and shared use of cosmetic products amongst multiple users.

Numerous adverse effects and complications have been reported in association with eye cosmetic wear. There is an increased risk of ocular infection with microbial contamination of the products, which may arise from multiple sources, such as during the manufacturing process, reduced preservative efficacy with the age of the product, and shared use of cosmetic products amongst multiple users. Ocular Demodex mites have a high affinity toward oil-rich environments, such as the meibomian glands, and may also survive in oil-based cosmetic products and applicators. Corneal trauma is a recognized potential complication from the use of mascara applicator wands (Figure 4). Eyelid dermatitis and ocular surface irritation can also occur in response to several constituents within eye cosmetic formulations including fragrances, preservatives, antioxidants, emollients, resins, nickel-containing pigments, and pearlescent additives. In addition, posterior blepharitis, ocular surface irritation, conjunctival pigmentation, and keratitis have also been reported in association with eye cosmetic wear.

The adverse effects reported would suggest that the constituents of eye cosmetic formulations may have the potential to trigger ocular surface inflammatory pathways. This can serve as an additional entry point to the vicious circle of dry...
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Eye disease, independent of the tear film hyper-evaporative mechanisms driven by the compromised surface lipid layer quality. Inflammatory mediators within the tear film can lead to ocular surface epithelial damage, goblet cell loss, and disturbances in glycocalyx mucin expression. These inflammatory changes can exacerbate any pre-existing susceptibility to tear film instability and hyperosmolarity. The resulting ocular surface desiccation, frictional damage, and inflammatory cascades may also adversely affect aqueous tear production, which would act synergistically with the hyper-evaporative mechanisms driven by tear film instability to further perpetuate the vicious circle of dry eye disease.

It has also been suggested that the potential influx and accumulation of hydrophilic constituents of cosmetic formulations within the aqueous-mucin phase of the tear film may directly increase tear film osmolarity. Tear film hyperosmolarity can lead to epithelial damage, both directly and indirectly, through mediating various inflammatory pathways. The resulting ocular surface changes can predispose toward poorer tear film stability. Furthermore, the movement of particulate matter within the aqueous-mucin phase may also affect the viscoelasticity of the tear film, which can also contribute toward tear film instability.

Effects on ocular comfort

The adverse impact of eye cosmetic products on tear film stability would suggest that their use is associated with poorer ocular comfort and dry eye symptomology, although, it has been acknowledged that eyelid hygiene regimens and digital manipulation associated with routine removal of cosmetic products may potentially introduce confounding effects.

A cross-sectional survey of 1360 female respondents was conducted to explore the relationship between eye cosmetic usage and ocular comfort. The survey results showed that eye cosmetic wearers displayed marginally poorer OSDI scores than participants who did not use eye cosmetics, although the trends did not reach statistical significance. Among eye cosmetic wearers, perceived ocular comfort was significantly poorer during days when make-up products were applied. The frequency and specific product applied were found not to be correlated with OSDI scores. Nevertheless, the potential for self-selection bias cannot be excluded, whereby respondents susceptible to symptoms of dry eye may potentially limit their pattern of eye cosmetic wear, in order to minimize ocular discomfort.

A randomized crossover study of 20 female participants showed that perceived ocular comfort decreased following 7-day pencil eyeliner application to either the periocular skin and mucocutaneous junction. Furthermore, mucocutaneous junction application was associated with poorer OSDI scores than periocular skin application, and the study investigators attributed this trend toward the greater levels of tear film contamination when the product was applied closer to the eye’s surface.

Another prospective study involving 410 participants tracked subjective and objective measurements of ocular irritation during a 2-hour period following provocative instillation of neat formulations of mascara, powder eye shadow, eye cosmetic remover, and liquid cosmetics into the inferior fornix. The study intended to mimic accidental ocular instillation of cosmetic products, and found that powder eye shadow was associated with the most severe sodium fluorescein staining scores. The results also demonstrated that the subjective irritation scores generally peaked within 30 seconds following ocular instillation of cosmetic products, and symptoms usually resolved within 15 minutes.

Dry eye treatments in eye cosmetic wearers

Dry eye disease is one of the most commonly encountered ophthalmic conditions in clinical practice, and is recognized to have significant effects on vision, ocular comfort, and quality of life. Epidemiological studies have consistently reported a higher prevalence of dry eye among females. Furthermore, there is thought to be an increased propensity for eye cosmetic wearers to develop symptoms of dry eye, due to the reduced tear film stability and lipid layer quality.
associated with the migration of periocular cosmetic products across the eyelid margin. With the higher prevalence of dry eye disease and widespread use of eye cosmetics among the female population, research investigating the compatibility and efficacy of dry eye treatments in patients concurrently wearing eye cosmetics is required to inform clinical advice and management.

A prospective study of 75 participants demonstrated that saline eye drop instillation exacerbated the migration of a hydrophilic periocular mixture of hydroxyethyl cellulose gel and aqueous sodium fluorescein into the tear film. A more recent investigator-masked randomized paired-eye trial of 50 participants was conducted to compare the effects of a lipid-containing lubricant eye drop and phospholipid liposomal spray on the tear film function of eye cosmetic wearers. A pencil eyeliner was applied to the periocular skin anterior to the lash line 15 minutes prior to treatment application. The study results showed that neither treatment adversely affected periocular appearance, as might occur if displacement or smudging of the product occurred, although particulate tear film contamination was observed on slit lamp examination in a greater proportion of eyes following application of either treatment. The results of the two studies suggest that eye drop instillation and liposomal spray application may both be associated with increased tear film contamination in eye cosmetic wearers. The corneal sensation elicited by eye drop instillation can reflexively induce forceful and excessive blinking, which may promote increased migration of cosmetic products. Furthermore, the overflow of fluid following eye drop instillation may allow the suction forces created by the surface tension of the tear film and eye drop solution to act over a greater surface area, drawing in an increased amount of cosmetic material. The migration of liposomes delivered by the phospholipid spray across the eyelid margin has previously been demonstrated, and the interaction between the liposomes and cosmetic products may potentially contribute toward the greater levels of tear film contamination observed.

Interestingly, in the second study, no significant changes were detected in tear film stability or evaporation, despite improvements in tear film lipid layer thickness being observed following both treatments. These trends contrast greatly with earlier studies which demonstrate the clinical efficacy of both dry eye treatments in improving tear film stability in participants who were not wearing eye cosmetics. Although the lipid supplementation provided by both the lubricant eye drop and liposomal spray effected an increase in lipid layer thickness, these effects may potentially have been negated by the destabilizing action associated with the increased migration of cosmetic products into the tear film. This suggests that the ability to achieve the full clinical potential of either dry eye treatment might be compromised in eye cosmetic wearers. Whether this is a transient or persistent effect is unknown, and future long-term studies are required to assess potential cumulative and delayed effects of dry eye treatments in wearers of eye cosmetics.

**Conclusion**

Eye cosmetics are used extensively worldwide, predominantly by female populations, and across almost all age groups. Prospective studies have confirmed that tear film contamination can result from the passive migration of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic cosmetic formulations toward the ocular surface. Experimental and clinical evidence would suggest that the migration of such products across the eyelid margin may destabilize the surface tear film lipid layer, thereby predisposing wearers toward poorer tear film stability and evaporative dry eye symptoms. However, mixed findings have been reported in clinical studies, perhaps as a result of confounding factors that cannot be excluded, such as regular digital manipulation and eyelid hygiene regimens associated with eye cosmetic removal routines.

In addition to lipid layer destabilization, a number of other ocular surface adverse effects and complications have been reported in association with eye cosmetic wear. This suggests the potential presence of pro-inflammatory agents within cosmetic formulations, which can increase the propensity toward ocular surface disease development.

Interestingly, the majority of published clinical studies have focused on the effects of eyeliners, and future long-term prospective research is required to establish the effects of a broader range of cosmetic products on tear film function, including those of facial creams and cleansers. Nevertheless, randomized studies have shown that eyeliner application at the inner eyelash line is associated with greater levels of tear film contamination and ocular discomfort than the external periocular skin. The potential for supplemental adverse impacts from eyeliner application directly over the meibomian gland orifices in the longer term also needs to be considered in future studies, but based on current evidence, eye cosmetic wearers should be advised to avoid product application to the inner eyelash line, in order to minimize cosmetic product migration across the eyelid margin.

The higher prevalence of dry eye disease among females and the widespread use of eye cosmetics necessitate research assessing the clinical efficacy of dry eye treatments in eye
cosmetic wearers. A recent randomized trial showed that both lipid-containing eye drops and liposomal sprays appear to exacerbate the migration of cosmetic products across the eyelid margin. Although significant increases in lipid layer thickness were observed following both treatments, their clinical efficacy in improving tear film stability appeared to be compromised. Future long-term trials understanding the effects of cosmetic use and exploring the efficacy and compatibility of a wider range of dry eye treatments in eye cosmetic wearers are required to inform clinical management.
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